ARTS JASPER EST.1974

RE-ANIMATE 2022
RE-Animation Grants for a 2022 March Showcase

WHAT IS RE-ANIMATE?
WHAT IS A RE-ANIMATE GRANT?

Minutiae; small or
precise matters

Arts Jasper is Jaspers oldest arts organization.

In regards to the REANIMATE GRANTS:
Please read over the

Founded in 1974, it has provided support to school programs, has brought

application and ask

Fringe theatre programs to town, had Taiko Drummers shake the dust out

questions before
submitting. We hope to

of the Activity Centre and even hosted a professional Ballet. In recent

be as clear as possible

years Arts Jasper is probably better known for the presentation of an

but you may have a

annual classical spring music concert and is key to the seasonal dinner

concern we haven’t

theatre program. March 2020 to March 2022 marks two full years, Arts

addressed.

Jaspers 47th and 48th year, where no performances have been presented.

RE-ANIMATE 2022

2022 SHOWCASE
For 2022, Arts Jasper will sponsor artists to re-animate community arts with funding
towards creations on the theme of ‘Re-Animate’.

The arts have been the hardest hit industry in the world since

In keeping with the Arts Jasper mandate of fostering a vibrant

March 2020. While we may not be able to choose a date to

arts community, they believe that education is a

return to stages and artspaces and theatres, Arts Jasper feels

responsibility and a huge opportunity for 2022 artists and

that we can support the art and artists who have made the

audiences.

last 19 months bearable.

Grants are being made available to artists in all disciplines to

With the onslaught of virtual entertainment AJ knows that for

work on the theme of Re-Animate. While that offers

the arts to survive there will have be opportunities to re-

opportunity for artists to access funds and new audiences, it

animate and revive community creativity. As in the 1970’s AJ

doesn’t necessarily mean that the arts will be nurtured into

plans to take this reset as a time to recognize and build on

the future. So, the re-animation grants are encouraging

the artists in community. They are going back to their roots…

artists to consider how their art might inspire the next

making sure community has access to what it needs to foster

generation of creatives.

a strong appreciation for all things art.

These grants hope to see an artist create a program/project

Many artists are wondering when a normality will return to

that will, not only tell us what the arts mean in a post

artspaces and stages. Audiences are eager to buy tickets, to

pandemic world, but will also allow for viewers to be engaged

hear music, to dance…to re-animate the cultural scene that

in the program. It is our hope that a successful program will

has been dormant over the past year. Its simply a re-

entice participants to be inspired enough to consider

animation of all those things that give life importance.

venturing into the arts.

Andy Warhol said,
“Don’t think about
making art, just get it
done. Let everyone else
decide if it’s good or
bad, whether they love
it or hate it. While they
are deciding, make
even more art.”

The programs/projects will be presented to the public on
time for the season of renewal…Spring 2022.

RE-ANIMATE 2022

MARCH SHOWCASE
For 2022, Arts Jasper will sponsor artists to re-animate community arts with funding
towards creations on the theme of ‘Re-Animate’.

In regards to the RE-ANIMATE GRANTS:

·In January 2022, artists will submit a report with media…and

Please read over these notes and ask questions before

that media will help promote Re-Animate. It’s possible that

submitting. We hope to be as clear as possible but you may

the media submitted could be used in posters, postcards…in

have a concern we haven’t addressed.

ways of promoting and marketing Re-Animate. Full

·There will be a camera documenting the Re-Animate

accreditation will be given to the artists, but as the work was

process. You can expect to be filmed and photographed. By

‘commissioned’ by the grants, no additional financial

submitting an application for a grant you agree to this. This

compensation will be available.

will be a progressive process, cameras will look to document

·Works sold, if any, at Re-Animate will be paid forward to the

on a monthly basis with advance notice.

artist(s), less 10%.

·The projects must be kept out of social media and personal

·These grants will be distributed at intervals. If you prefer to

websites until April 2022.

receive a lump sum at the end of the program that can be

·We welcome you to talk about your involvement in this

arranged.

program, the final artwork(s) art not be publicized in any way

·The deadlines are to be adhered to.

until Re-Animate.

·Should an artist not complete or feel unable to complete the

·Should you build a team that might meet by zoom or google

program, funding will end.

duo please consider recording those virtual meetings for

Should an artist fail to present as required on the deadlines

potential inclusion in the final documents and or as media

below, after January 15th 2022, any funds received after

due in January to help promote RE-ANIMATE.

January 1st will be returned to Arts Jasper. Any materials

·The artworks created remain the property of the artist(s).

purchased for the project will become the property of Arts

When Re-Animate ends the artist(s) will remove the

Jasper and no material reimbursements will be provided.

artwork(s) within 7 days.
There is a $500 budget for materials for each production,
something to consider when working on your budget.
Receipts will be required and reimbursed on March 1st 2022.
QUESTIONS: artsjasper74@gmail.com

Arts Jasper
RE-Animate Grants
The Arts Jasper RE-Animate Grants will be presented to an artist as they work towards
RE-Animate 2022. This grant will be directed to fund an interactive engaging program/project based on
the theme of revival as the arts rebound. Depending on the size and inclusiveness of the proposal
$2000 to $3000 grants will be awarded. There are 3 grants available.

ELIGIBILITY
For the purposes of this grant these categories are eligible:
The Performing Arts, including but not limited to:
Composers, choreographers, interpreters, and performers in music, dance and theatre
The Visual Arts, including but not limited to:
Painting, printmaking, sculpture, performance and installation art, photography, clay, glass, fibre, wood
The Media Arts, including but not limited to:
Film and video, drama and documentary, animation
The Literary Arts, including but not limited to:
Fiction including novel, short story, blended genres, poetry and playwriting

ASSESSMENT
Assessment of applications will be done by a jury of arts workers, practicing artists and/or cultural
partners working in the genre of the applicant. Applications are due by November 1st, 2021. Successful
applicants will be notified by November 15th, 2021.
General assessment criteria are artistic merit of applicants history and goals as provided in the
application and the potential for the submission to meet the goals of RE-Animate.
Use of resources in relation to the budget applied for will also be part of the assessment.

NOTE: Extra consideration and funding will be available for any established artist who works with
an early career artist on RE-Animate. Mentoring an early career artist fits perfectly with the Arts
Jasper mandate of wanting to see the arts continue and offer an educational opportunity for an
early career artist.
If you know of an artist who would work well with you...join forces. Its all about showing community
who we are and how we can move out of the past 2 years with renewed partnerships and energies!

REPORTING / DELIVERABLES / PARAMETERS
November 15th artists will receive 10% of the grant to develop a plan of their project and be
expected to present a budget on or before December 1st.
-plans may include but are not limited to materials required, space requirements, inclusion of community
resources
-each artist will have a materials budget as required up to $500, reimbursement is in March
-check with Arts Jasper on what you require for your project, as projectors and curtains and easels etc are
tools already available to you
From December 1st to January 15th artists will build their project/program
-progress will be documented by both the artist and a camera from Arts Jasper
-by the end of January a one page report with 'media' will be due for promotional use
March 1st- March 10th installations will be presented, prepared and finalized for public
viewing/participation
-material costs will be reimbursed upon receipt of material expenses
End of March a final report will be due.
-a final report form will be presented to the artist by mid February, detailing successes and failures of the
RE-Animate goal, audience comments, input from your social media accounts post exhibition etc
-this will be the last chance to submit material receipts for reimbursement as the grant is finalized

APPLICATIONS
Applicants submitting for a RE-Animate Grant will submit the following:
-a letter, maximum one page typed font arial 11, outlining the where you are in your artistic career
and how your idea fits with RE-Animate
-a resume or CV or letter of referral, no more than 2 pages that will allow Arts Jasper to know a bit
about you
-letters of referral can be from instructors or curators or artistic directors who know your work
-five images of your work with labels. If submitting a video file please send the link to the video file
or a clip no longer than 2 minutes. Your submitted artworks will not be used in any way other than
to assess applications.
-applicants under 18 are welcome to submit with a parent or guardian co-signer
**Keep in mind that projects that engage the public in some way will get priority over installations
that do not. Projects that are built by an established artist mentoring an early career artist will get
priority. The intent of this grant and the theme of RE-Animate is to inspire and educate**
Email or Snail Mail applications to:
Arts Jasper
Bx 1859
Jasper AB T0E1E0
artsjasper74@gmail.com

